
	  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The origins of metal point drawing (silverpoint, gold point, etc.) are widely thought to lie in classical antiquity. 
Carol Prusa is known for her use of this ancient technique in a contemporary manner. Prusa combines 
graphite  drawing and titanium white pigment washes to create wall mounted sculptural disks and wall 
mounted or free standing ceramic spheres covered in organic forms whose compositions are akin to the 
characteristic curves employed by French Art Nouveau artists of the early 1900s. Charmed by how 
physicists think, her current work also speaks to multiple universes and possibility. Inspired by TOE (theory 
of everything), the artist suggests cosmic forms in different stages presented in twinkling three-dimensional  
hemispheres that employ fibre optics and programmed lights.  
 

Carol Prusa unique art works are exhibited widely in museums and curated exhibitions such as the 2014 
Kohler Centre 40th Anniversary Artist in Industry Exhibition, WI and the Contemporary Art at the Miami 
Museum, FL. Her work has been supported by fellowships including the Howard Foundation (a significant 
national research award conferred every five years to a handful of artists in the USA) and the State of Florida 
and South Florida Cultural Consortium. Her work is in numerous museum collections including the Perez 
Museum of Art, Spencer Museum of Art, Museum of Art Ft. Lauderdale, Hunter Museum of American Art and 
Daum Museum of Contemporary Art.  

Artist Statement 

The overwhelming fecundity of life, the strangeness of what manifests and my feeling connected to it all 
propel me to express feelings of vibration, entanglement and possibility. My constructed worlds are 
provocative symbols that invoke the idea of the universe and physical objects that allude to real-life 
structures. In my spheres I explore a number of mathematical models that physicists developed to explain 
our universe. The mathematics of my expressed geometries offers a spiritual force that organizes structures 
from the microscopic to the political. Here, geometry isn't simply abstract but creates a real world, sustained 
by its own logic. 

I listen to Science Friday on National Public radio, absorb Theories of Everything (TOE) proposed by 
physicists, digest historic cosmologies and read widely to steep myself in metaphor and ideas with hope that 
something will emerge from this soup that I need to see. I need my work to feel like it is coalescing at the 
same time it could dissolve – that, in the moment, it is becoming, or it could also just as easily become, 
something else. 	  

All images for the exhibition are listed under Carol Prusa at: http://www.kostuikgallery.com	  

	  

Unbounded,	  2014,	  silverpoint,	  graphite,	  titanium	  white	  pigment	  	  
with	  acrylic	  binder	  on	  acrylic	  circular	  sphere,	  24	  x	  24	  x	  1	  inches	  	  
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